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But nothing could now disturb Lewis's tranquillity,
While he sat on his bed and the noise of the room drummed
upon him, his mind returned to a time when, still a child,
he had felt that he was at the gate of a mystery which, if
he could but open his eyes anew, would be revealed to
him. To learn how to open his eyes it had seemed neces-
sary'that he should be alone, that he should be still with
an absolute stillness, until his self that was blind had fallen
from him like the skin of a snake. Within the apparent
form of all things was another form, waiting to appear;
within stones another stone; within the vitality of trees a
secret and ghostly sap; beyond God who, he had been
taught, was his Father in Heaven, another god whose being
sprang, not from instruction and rule, but from his own
apprehension. As he grew older, he had perceived in cer-
tain books that their authors had been seeking what he
sought, and scholarship had become a passion in him, a
means, not of learning only, but of association with minds
coloured as his own. To their diverse voyages he would
now return, seeking always in them that discipline of still-
ness beneath which, if any man perfectly attained it, his
blind self might be shed like the skin of a snake, and he
be changed.
He went out into the dusk, wishing to visit the ram-
parts before others came and to walk among the great elms
on the bastions. But there was a gate, heightened with
barbed wire and padlocked, across the path leading fron?
the courtyard on to the main ramparts, and a Dutch lieu-
tenant appeared out of the arc-lamp shadow of an elder
bush to say that he might not go by that way until morning.
"It would be too simple,'* he explained in an English
that came from him uneasily, as though, while he spoke,
be wtrc nervously collecting it from a book of idioms.
* The outer ramparts cannot in the night be closely guarded
icu would escape, met waar?"
Escape. All day that word had been repeated—in the
tram, m the meadows, by groups of men unpacking their
par and setting up photographs in the dormitories. They
h*4 chattered of tunnels and barges and disguise They

